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Abstract

Major trends in retirement in Israel are reviewed.
Institutionalization and development of new patterns of retirement are
taking place as pension entitlement schemes mature and as the
proportion of the "indigenous elderly" among the total elderly
increases while the proportion of "immigrant elderly" declines. Not

withstanding Israel's traditional full employment consensus and

policies, retirement is occurring earlier as declining population
growth, the maturing of Israel 's babyboom generation, and new

technologies render older employees increasingly redundant. There are
changing relationships between retirees and the rest of society, both
at the level of families and at the community and national levels, as
the numbers and sociodemographic composition of the retired
population change.
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CHAPTER 7

On Trends in Retirement in Israel

Jack Habib
Brookdale Instituteof Gerontology and Adult Human Development in Israel. Jerusalem,
Israel
and

Judah Matras
Departmentof Sociology, Carle ton University, Ottawa. Canada

INTRODUCTION

General considerations

Retirement as an event, role, status, or lifestyle is not better deifned in Israel than
elsewhere. and it is no easier to identify a 'retired' population in Israel than
elsewhere.If anything the historyof 'retirement' is shorter and less developed in
Israel than in other industrialized countries by virtue of the small absolute
numbers and percentagesof elderly in the population until very recently. In 1948,
in an enumeration of the Jewish population just subsequent to the emergence of
the independent State of Israel, the number of persons 65 and over was only
28 500, or 4 percentof the Jewish population enumerated. For 1955 there are
estimates of the total (Jewish and nonJewish) elderly population of Israel:
85 200, 01 4.8 percentof the total population, including 74 000 Jews (4.7 percent
of the total) and 10 800 nonJews (0.54 percentof the total) aged 65 and over.
The number and percentageofelderly Jews has irsen steadily ever since, reaching
321 800 in 1982 (about 9.5 percentof the total Jewish population). The number
of elderly nonJews has also risen (to 19 500 in 19K2) but the percentage has
declined (to 2.8 percent in that year) due to spectacularly high fertility in the
peirod, with a crude birth rate peaking at about 52 per 1000 in the Muslim
population in 1965.
There is no statutory age of retirement from employment in Israel. Rather,

retirement age is part of collective labor agreements and public service
conventions and rules. Though 65 and 60 are conventional ages of retirement
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168 RETIREMENT IN INDUSTRIALIZED SOCIETIES

from employment for men and for women respectively, there are many
exceptions and variations in the several economic branches and occupation
groups. Income maintenance provisions of the National Insurance Laws ifrst
enacted in 1953 insured and entitled elderly persons (and their survivors) at
speciifed ages to pension beneifts. and later amendments have extended the
entitlements to additional uninsured groups. But income maintenance beneifts
paid to those insured under the National Insurance Institute programs coexist
with other income maintenance programs and, especially, with occupationbased
pension schemes.
None the less we shall try in the sections which follow to document and

elucidate what we view as three major trends in retirement in Israel:

(1) Institutionalization and nearuniversalization of retirement, as pension
entitlement schemes mature and as the proportionof the 'indigenous elderly'
among the total elderly increases while the proportion of the 'immigrant
elderly' declines.

(2) Earlier retirement, as declining population growth, the maturing of Israel's
baby boom generation, and new technologies render older employees
increasingly redundant, not withstanding Israel's traditional full
employment consensus and policies.

(3) Changing relationships between the retired and the rest of the society, both
at the level of families and at the community and national levels, as the
numbers and sociodemographic composition of the retired change.

In the rest of this section we present some introductory and historical notes
concerning retirement in Israel. In the next section we review the socio
demographic background, and in the third section we discuss the main trends in
retirement in Israel. In the ifnal section, we consider some implications of these
trends for Israel in general, and for the elderly and their families in particular. In
the sections which follow we shall adopt a multidimensional concept of
'retirement', including own or spouse's withdrawal entirely from employment,
receipt of age or yearsofemploymentbased income entitlements, or some
combination of these (e.g. partial withdrawal from employment and partial
receipt of age or pastemployment beneifts), and restrict the consideration to
persons middle aged or older, say 55 and above. This procedure will not enable
us, strictly speaking, to identify, circumscribe, count, or describe as precisely as
we might wish a welldeifned retired population' in Israel; but it will permit us to
begin to examine 'retirement' in Israel in a systematic and consistent manner.

Aging and the Jewish population of Israel
High rates of immigration and a concentration of young persons among the
immigrants kept the Jewish population a relatively 'young' population both
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before statehood and in the ifrst generationsof statehood. Estimates prepared by
Bachi (1977) show that in the period 1928^8, the prestate period of rapid
growth of the Jewish population of Palestine, only 3.1 percent of Jewish
immigrants were aged 65 or over, while 64.3 percent of the immigrants were
under 30 years of age. In the years 194875, some 4.4 percent of Jewish
immigrants to Israel were 65 yearsof age or over, while 63.2 percent were under
30. In the latter period, however, more thanhalf those immigrating at ages under
30 (some 34.7 percentof the total) were children under 15; while in the earlier
period just over onequarter ( 1 7.6 percentof the total) were under fifteen years of
age. However, beginning in the late 1950s the percentages of both middle aged
(4564) and elderly (65 + ) among the Jewish immigrants to Israel began to
increase, especially among those immigrating from countries of Europe and
America; and in the 197375 period no fewer than 19.6 percentof the immigrants
were aged 4564 and10. 1 percent were aged 65 or over.
The extent and meaning of the aging of the Jewish population of Israel are

somewhat different from those of the aging of populations in other Western
societies: in the countries of Western Europe and North America aging of the
population has meant both an increase in the numbers and percentagesofelderly
persons in the population, say, to 1418 percentof the total population, and at
the same time increasing percentages in the 5564 age groups (i.e. some aging of
the labour force), as well as a notable decline in the percentageofyoung persons,
say, aged 019, in the population. In the Jewish population of Israel the meaning
of "aging is. for the time being, a dramatic increase in the absolute number of
elderly persons. those aged 65 + . and especiallyof the "old old', those aged 75 and
over. But the percentageofthe elderly does not yet exceed 10 percentof the total
population, nor is there yet a steep or dramatic decrease in the percentages of
young persons in the population.
But the increase in the absolute numbers of elderly alongside the changing

family structure and employment trends among women, all against a
background of a certain lag in provision of services to the elderly within the
framework of the Israeli welfare system, have sufifced to signal warnings and
point to the need for attention and planning in anticipation ofincreased demands
for acute and longterm health care services, income maintenance, leisure and
recreational services and activities, and productive and paid employment
opportunities for the elderly in Israel. In the slightly more distant future, we can
anticipate patterns of population aging in Israel similar to those already
experienced by Northwestern Europe, including the decline in the percentages of
young persons in the population, excess numbers of females, a large proportion
of widows in the elderly population and, perhaps, considerable political power
and leverage in the hands of the elderly as an elderly bloc.
In Table 1, we show data describing the age compositionof the population of

Israel and its changes over the period 1 95582. The patternof 'aging at the apex',
i.e. the increased percentage in the apex of the population pyramid, at ages 65 and



Table 1 Population of Israel by religion and age group (195582) .
Age groups (percentages)

Total Percent
)000s) total 04 514 1519 202425 34 3544 456465 +

Total £
1955 1789.1 100.0 14.2 21.1 7.7 7.6 14.5 12.6 17.5 4g =!

1965 2598.4 100.0 11.8 22.6 10.4 7.2 12.1 115 18.3 6.1 m
1970 3022.0 100.0 12.0 20.9 10.4 9.6 12.0 10.3 18.0 6.8 2
1975 3493.2 100.0 12.7 20.2 9.3 9.5 13.9 9.7 16.7 8.0 3
1980 3921.7 100.0 12.1 21.1 8.6 8.5 16.2 9.4 15.5 86 
1981 3977.9 100.0 11.8 21.5 8.6 8.4 16.0 9.7 15.5 8.5 2
1982 4063.6 100.0 11.6 21.8 8.6 8.2 15.9 10.1 15.5 8.4 §
Jews C
1955 1590.5 100.0 13.6 20.3 7.4 7.6 14.8 13.2 18.4 47 ~j
1965 1299.1 100.0 10.5 21.8 10.7 7.0 12.1 12.0 19.6 6.3 ■S

1970 2582.0 100.0 10.7 19.4 10.4 10.0 12.0 10.7 196 7 2 C
1975 2959.4 100.0 11.5 18.4 9.1 9.7 14.3 10.1 18.2 8.7 "
1980 3282.7 100.0 11.0 19.5 8.0 8.4 16.9 9.6 16.9 9.7 ®
1981 3320.3 100.0 10.7 19.9 8.0 8.2 16.7 9.9 16.9 97 O
1982 3373.2 100.0 10.5 20.2 8.0 7.9 16.6 10.4 16.9 9.5 ff
NonJews fr
1955 198.6 100.0 18.7 27.0 105 8.0 12.0 7.5 10.9 5.4 S3

1965 299.3 100.0 21.4 28.6 8.8 8.4 12.1 7.8 8.6 4.3
1970 440.1 100.0 19.5 30.2 10.1 7.4 12.3 8.0 8.6 39
1975 533.8 100.0 19.5 30.1 10.9 8.4 11.4 7.9 8.2 3.6
1980 639.0 100.0 17.8 29.6 11.7 9.2 12.0 8.2 8.3 32
1981 657.5 100.0 17.2 29.6 11.8 9.4 12.2 8.2 86 30
1982 690.4 100.0 16.7 29.8 11.7 9.6 12.5 8.2 8.7 2.8

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Abstract of Israel. 1983.
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over, is clearly evident in the age composition data for the Jewish population. In
the nonJewish population not only did the percentageof the elderly not increase
in the period, but rather the percentof 65 + actually decreased thanks to the very
high fertility. In the last two decades, however, there has been a patternof 'aging
at the base', i.e. a decrease in the percentage ofthe population aged 05, the 'base'
of the population pyramid. The aging at the base' of the population pyramid
relfects the decline through the entire period in the Jewish population, but only
after the middle ofthe 1960s in the nonJewish populationin fertility. The more
pronounced 'aging at the apex' in the Jewish population, and any such 'aging at
the apex in the nonJewish population, may be anticipated under a declining
fertility or under a more or less stable low fertility regime in the future.
The Jewish elderly population, including those 'retired', is conventionally

viewed as comprising a numberof distinct subgroups. A ifrst subgroup may be
denoted the "indigenous elderly', those born in Israel or Palestine, or else
immigrating at young ages. say at ages below 30, and spending virtually the
entirety of their adulthood, work lives, and family lives in the country. By the
time they reach age 65, such persons have had at least 35 yearsof adult experience
in the country, have managed their personal, household, and socioeconomic
lives more or less autonomously, and generally have accumulated some
employmentrelated income entitlements and may have welldeveloped extra
family interests, activities, and friendship networks. At the present time this
subgroup is a minority in the elderly population.
A second subgroup can be denoted the immigrant elderly', those born abroad

and immigrating to Israel as adults, say at ages 30 and over, with not only their
early socialization and schooling, but also marriage and formationof their own
families as well as initial employment experiences having taken place abroad.
Their adjustments as new immigrants in Israel, and their absorption into
employment, housing, schooling for their children, health care, etc., were initially
upon immigration and often for a very long time thereafter helped and
directed by the various government, public, and voluntary agencies and
institutions charged with the tasks of aid and integration of immigrants or of
welfare and services to the population as a whole. The immigrant groups varied
sharply both with respect to personal preimmigration social and economic
characteristics and with respect to the relative traditionalism or modernity ofthe
communities. sociopolitical conditions, and work settings in their countries of
origin, with those of European or American birth relfecting, by and large, the
more 'modern' traits and life experiences and those of Asian or African birth
relfecting the more 'traditional' traits and life experiences (see Smooha. 1978;
Weingrod, 1985). In Israel those among the 'immigrant elderly' originating in
European countries (or in countries of European settlement: North or South
America, South Africa, Australia) had a smoother absorption into employment,
social, and political life in Israel and were much more likely to attain and enjoy a
large measureof personal autonomy, compared to those among the 'immigrant
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elderly' originating in countires of Asia or Africa. For the latter, much of adult
life in Israel, including employment, managing household and children's
socialization and schooling, community participation, consumption and levels of
living, and sometimes leisure and recreation retained a 'strangeness', or at least a
'newness' for a long time; and for many they were managed throughout the years
of active adulthood with the help of bureaucratic agencies initially, and of
indigenously socialized children and relatives and sometimes mutualaid and
landsmannschaft organizations subsequently. Obviously the needs and the
resources of these three subgroups, the indigenous elderly', the 'European
immigrant elderly', and the 'Asian and African immigrant elderly,' and of the
fourth category, the nonJewish elderly, and the meanings, implications, and
forms of retirement' in these groups are quite different. Moreover, the
composition of the elderly population, and of the 'retired' population, with
respect to these subgroups as well as with respect to age and sex will undergo
fairly dramatic change in the coming generation.

Table 2 Mortality indicators, 194982

1949 1960 1971 1980 1982

Infant mortality rate
Total   31.3 24.2 15.1 13.9
Jews 51.7 27.0 18.9 12.1 116
NonJews  48.0 37.3 24.4 21.0

Life expectancy
Total
Males   70.1 72.1 72.5
Females   73.4 75.7 75.8

Jews
Males 64.9 70.6 70.6 72.5 72.8
Females 67.6 73.1 73.8 76.2 76.2

NonJews
Males   68.7 70.0 70.6
Females   72.8 73.4 73.3

Source: CBS, Statistical Abstractof Israel, 1983.

SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND

Declining mortality and enhanced survival

The historical decline in mortality in the population of Israel continues, though
slowly for most groups in the population (Table 2). This decline has generated
increased expectation of life at birth and at all subsequent ages as well as
improved probabilities of survival together with other survivors: couples,
parents, children, siblings, with implications for expectationsofjoint future life
ofcouples andof kinofall types. In certain partsofthe population especially in
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the Muslim and Druze population and among Jewish immigrant groups from
certain areas of Asia or Africa there occurred in the period after 1951 a
transition from a relatively high mortality regime to a low mortality regime,
whether because of improvements in mortality in their traditional places of
residence or because of migration to an area in which mortality is much lower
than in their placesof origin. To the extent that these population groups had also
been characterized by universal and early (for women) marriage and by high
fertility. they have encountered for the ifrst time in their sociodemographic
histories patternsof survivaland joint survivalof couples and family members,
and especially the phenomenon ofthe large family in which all children survive to
adulthood. in which elderly parents survive together with middleaged sons and
daughters, and in which the numbersof dependants upon the family earner or
breadwinner are great. And their situations are complex and problematic
especially in the absence of experience or traditions for coping with this
phenomenon extended joint survival and its spinoffs.

Fertility limitation

Beginning in the 1950s, patternsof fertility in all the main population groups in
Israel, except for the group of Jewish women born in countries of Europe or
America, have been characterized by dramatic changes. Fertility ratesof women
born in Asia or Africa, and evidently those of Israeliborn Jewish women of
Asian or Afircan origin, declined very steeply until 1980, as did birth rates of
Christian women. Among Muslim and Druze women's fertility rates increased in
the 1950s and until the middleofthe 1960s. However, since 1965 therehas been a
spectacular decline in the fertility rates ofMuslim women, and notable declines in
those of Druze women as well. Both in the light of the continuing patterns of
universal marirage in all population groups in Israel and according to some
research ifndings, we may presume that the major partof the fertility declines in
all the population groups are an outcomeofdeliberate limitationof family size in
all population groups, a phenomenon very rare in the past histoires of the pre
immigration Jewish communitiesof Asia and Afirca and virtually unknown, or
at least unremarked, in the past history of the Arab population of Palestine and
Israel.
The main trends in the period of fertility of Israeli women are summairzed in

Table 3, which shows the total fertility rate for women by major population
subgroups. The table shows the decline in fertility for the total population from
1955 through 1982 and the variations in fertility levels in the respective
population groups. We may note a dramatic trend towards convergence of the
total fertility rate among all the groupsof women in the Jewish population and
among Christian women. The Muslim and Druze women are still characterized
by very high fertility, though there has been a sharp decline at the close of the
1 960s and thereafter. The factors related to fertility variations and trends among
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Table 3 Total fertility rates, by continent of birth and religion (195582)

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1982

Total population 4.03 3.95 3.99 3.97 3.68 3.14 3.12

Total Jews 3.64 3.49 3.47 3.41 3.21 2.76 2.79
Born in Israel 2.83 2.76 2.88 3.12 3.08 2.76 2.80
Born in Asia or Africa 5.68 5.10 4.58 4.07 3.77 3.04 3.06
Born in Europe or
America 2.63 2.38 2.60 2.84 2.82 2.76 2.81

Muslims 7.96 9.31 9.87 8.95 7.75 5.98 5.53
Christians 4.85 4.61 4.74 3.62 3.35 2.66 2.34
Druze 6.58 7.88 7.61 7.46 6.85 6.09 5.48

Source: CBS, Statistical Abstractof Israel. 1983.

Israeli women have been extensively studied and discussed (see, in particular, the
cited publications of Bachi, 1977; Friedlander and Goldscheider, 1978; and
Eisenbach. 1978). but there isno doubt thatthe central factor both in the fertility
trends and in the variations among the population subgroups is the frequency,
timing, and effectivenessof the women's or couples' intervention to limit, delay,
or prevent marital fertility.
With respect to Israeli family structure, the main resultsof the trends toward

declining fertility are the decline in the numbers of large families and the
availability of women for extrahousehold activity, primarily salaried
employment. For the time being there are no signsof any substantial increase in
the proportionof childless couples. Rather, in all groups the percentage ofhigher
order births (iffth order or higher, among Jews and Christians; sixth order or
higher among Muslims and Druze) has declined, while the percentages of ifrst,
second, and third order births have risen.
From the point of view of the women bearing children and of the parents

raising them, the declining numbersofbirths imply fewerdemands upon parental
time and resources, and all that follows from that. But insofar as the child or
family member is himself a resource, the implications of declining numbers of
births are declines or absence altogether of such resources. In his paper on the
demographyof kinship in Israel, Shmueli examined the implications of fertility
and mortality trends and found, for example, that in the Jewish population of
Asian or African origin under the demographic regime obtaining in 1960 the
expected number of living daughters of a woman aged 65 is 2.36; but under the
demographic regime obtaining in 1980 (and especially in consequence of
declining fertility) the expected number of living daughters is reduced to 1.42
(Shmueli, 1 985, Table 1 3). In the nonJewish population, the expected number of
living sisters a woman aged 65 would have had under the demographic regime of
1960 was 2.47; but under the 1980 demographic regime (fertility and mortality
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ratesof that year, both substantially lower than in 1960) the expected number of
living sisters for a nonJewish woman aged 65 is only 1 .94 (Shmueli, 1985 Table
16).
Clearly, among the societies with long and extensive experience with limited

fertility and small families there is also extensive expeirence with the
phenomenonofcontracting family help and support networks and at least some
measure of development, institutionalization, and implementation of
alternatives to family support networks. But it is possible that the rapidityof the
decline in fertility and the transition to small families in the recently traditional
population subgroups may be speciifc to Israel, just as for certain population
groups in Israel the transition from high to low mortality regimes also took place
very rapidly and compactly, from the point of view of the duration of the
transition. Hence, the discontinuities and social imbalances following family
limitation and the transition to small families may be particularly sharp and
diiffcult in Israel; and the implications and spinoffs of these trends in Israel
deserve to be examined in more detail and researched in depth.

Laborforce participation

Since 1 955. the year in which the modern surveying and monitoring of the labor
force, employment, and unemployment were implemented in Israel, the labor
force has grown from about 1 1 79 000 to 2 757 000 at the end of 1982, while the
rateof laborforce participation in the population aged 14 and over has declined
slightly from 53.6 to 49.6 percent and the percentage of parttime workers has
increased from 16.5 to 23.3 percent (CBS, 1983, Table XII/1). These gross
changes mask some rather more dramatic variations and developments in labor
force participation among and within the respective sex, age, and religious and
ethnic groups. For example, the laborforce participation rate for men (aged
14 + ) declined from 80.1 to 63.4 percent in the period, while the rate for women
rose from 26.5 to 36.1 percent. Laborforce participation rates of Asian or
Africanborn Jewish men andofnonJewish men are higher at earlier ages, say at
1824, and lower at more advanced ages, say 55 + , than those of European or
Americanborn or of Israeliborn men.
Part of the decline in the rate of laborforce participation of Jewish men is

related to the entry into the total base population(14 + )of relatively large new
young cohorts with low rates of participation while still in school or in military
service. But much of the change is due to declining agespeciifc rates of labor
force participation. Such a decline took place initially among the young men as
postprimary and postsecondary schooling opportunities expanded, say in the
late 1 950s, the 1 960s, and early 1 970s (see Table 4). The participationrate among
middleaged and elderly men (55 + ) actually increased from 1955 to 1965, and by
1965 these age groups increasingly compirsed men with stable employment
expeirence in Israel compared to the weight, in earlier years,ofimmigrants with
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poor or unstable employment histoires and adaptation in Israel in those age
groups in the earlier years. But after 1965, the participation rates at these ages
declined as well (see also, below, the discussion on transitions from employment
to retirement). While laborforce participation rates of men 55 + have been
higher than those of the industiralized countries of Europe and North Ameirca,
participation rates ofyoung men (1824) are much lower, and those ofmen in the
pirme working ages (2554) are also somewhat lower, than in the other
industiralized countires.

Table 4 Laborforce participation rates by sex and age, 195582 (percent)

1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1982

Sex and age
Males
Total 80.1 42.2 76.1 69.2 64.9 63.7 63.4
1417 42.2 32.1 38.1 27.3 18.5 14.2 16.2
1824 1g0 9?9 5 46.0 40.3 41.3 403
2534 / 80* כ" /OiZ 91.1 86.7 84.7 84.2
3554 96.4 96.3 96.4 94.9 93.3 90.8 90.4
5564 82.3 84.3 91.0 88.5 84.3 82.4 79.4
65+ 38.3 35.5 39.7 33.8 29.2 27.9 25.0
Females
Total 26.5 27.3 29.4 29.3 31.6 35.7 36.1
1417 31.7 21.1 27.1 18.1 11.3 10.9 9.7
1824 I 32233 2 375 44.9 4O.4 39.9 38.42534 j 51.1 a.i j/.j
3554 26.2 30.1 30.9 32.8 38.8 46.0 48.7
5564 17.0 18.5 22.9 22.1 22.4 26.0 25.1
65+ (5.1) (7.3) (6.0) 5.0 6.0 6.6 6.4

Parentheses indicate small sample numerators.
Soucre: BenPorath (1985), Table 3.

As seen in Table 4, the laborforce participation rates of women at all ages
)except the postpirmary school ages, 1417, and at 'retirement' ages,65 + ) have
increased dramatically throughout the peirod. BenPorath, who has been the
outstanding student of patterns of marriage, fertility and laborforce
participation among Israeli women, has imputed the aggregate increase in
women's laborforce participation pirmairly to the sharp increase in schooling
and the effectof schooling on women's participation (BenPorath, 1985), so that
in 1980 women constituted about half of the highly educated labor force.
Israel's labor force has undergone chahge in industiral and occupational

compositionofemployment in more or less the same directions as have the more
advanced industiral nations: dechning agircultural employment, increased
public and community services; and increasing percentages in scientific and
academic, in professional and technical, and in administrative and managerial
occupations, with declining percentages of agricultural workers, of unskilled
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workers, and some declines in the percentagesofskilled and semiskilled workers
in building, transport, and industry. Men of EA (EuropeanAmeircan) origins
have been and remain overrepresented in the high whitecollar occupations,
while those of AA (AsianAfrican) origins have been and remain over
represented in the manual occupations generally and in lowerskilled manual
occupations in particular.

TRENDS IN RETIREMENT

Laws, rules and conventions regarding retirement: estimates of number retired

Identifying a 'retired' population in Israel, and determining its size, composition
and characteristics is not possible, stirctly speaking, in the absence of formal
designations or identifying criteria, say, in the national Population Register or in
oiffcial census or statistical usage. Most studies of retirement in Israel have
investigated relatively small, subjectively identiifed retired persons. Two studies
of 'retirement' using national data, by Avner(1975) and by Sicron (1986) do not
actually deifne retirement' or 'retired' persons; but, rather, implicitly they view
those not in the labor force or elderly persons in parttime employment only, as
the 'retired'. ;

Although there is no oiffcial retirement age, the National Insurance Law, ifrst
enacted in 1953, provides among other things for paymentof old age pensions to
insured men who have reached the age of 70 and to insured women who have
reached the age of 65, as well as survivors' pensions to widows or widowers of
insured persons. The pension is paid to men at age 65, and to women at age 60, if
their incomes do not exceed a certain level deifned by law. There is mandatory
retirement in the government service for men at age 65 and for women at age 60, and
there is mandatory retirement at these same ages in muchof the public and pirvate
sector employment governed by national sectorwide collective agreements.
But, of course, not all 'retire' at these ages: selfemployed persons may

continue employment as long as they please or as long as they are able.
Employees whose employment is terminated by 'retirement' may seek and ifnd
other employment, including selfemployment. And many retire 'early' from
their employment, at ages before the mandatory or agreed retirement ages, some
times changing to other employment but often remaining outside the labor force.
Though we cannot resolve the issues of deifnition and identiifcation of the

'retired' population very satisfactoirly, we can probably arirve at an estimate of
the number of 'retired' in Israel, noting that almost allof the elderly population
(65 and over) receive National Insurance Old Age pensions; and that the
overwhelming majority of those 65 + are not in the labor force at all, while the
majority of those employed at these ages are employed part time (Israel CBS,
1984a). Thus, it is probably reasonable to call the entire population aged 65 and
over 'retired', except for those employed full time.
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In 1982 just over 20 percent of Israeli men 5564 yearsof age were not in the
labor force, with some being outside the labor force only temporairly but most
being retired or disabled (Israel CBS, 1984a). These may also be assigned to the
'retired' population, and it seems reasonable, also, to assign an equal number of
women their wivesto the 'retired" population as well. Thus, anestimateofthe
number retired in Israel at the end of 1982 would be deirved as follows:

Males Females Total

Population 65 + , total159 000182 000 341 000
Employed full time 18 000 5 000 23 000
Retired 141 000177 000318 000

Population 5564, total 139 000 158 000 297 000
Retired29 000 29 000"58 000
Total retired, 55+ 170 000206 000376 000

aWives of men not in the labor force

The total populationof Israel at the end 0fl982 was estimated (Israel CBS, 1983)
to be 4 063 600: so that the estimated 376 000 retired represent 9.25 percent of
the total population. The estimated number retired is about 10 percent higher
than the total population aged 65 and over (341 000 at the end of 1982); but the
intersection between the two populations is obviously so great as to render the
useofone as proxy for the other (ordinarily: taking the population 65 + as proxy
for the 'retired' population) not unreasonable.

Pension schemes and entitlements

The Israeli pension system comprises two tiers: (1) the old age and survivors'
pensions paid to eligible insured persons or their survivors on a statutory basis by
the National Insurance Institute, and intended to provide lfatrate minimum
income benefits regardless of workhistories or previous income levels; and (2)
the collectiveagreement and workhistorybased pensions paid to employees
after permanent retirement or withdrawal from employment, and intended to
provide retired workers with income support related in a ifxed or stable way to
the income levels they had while employed. Under the National Insurance
system, every Israeli resident aged 18 or over is insured in the old age pension
scheme, with the exception of housewives not working outside their own
households, new immigrants aged 60 or over upon their arrival in Israel, and
widows or others already receiving a survivor's or dependant's pension from the
National Insurance Institute. Entitlement to the old age pension is at age 70 and
65 for men and women respectively, or at 65 and 60 for those without other
incomes; and it is generally conditional on a minimum peirod of insurance: at
least ifve of the ten years preceding the qualifying age, or 144 months whether or
not consecutive, with certain exemptions (for additional details, see Cohen and
Antler, 1985). The pension is at a rate of 16 percent of the average wage, as
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deifned in the National Insurance Law, for a single person and 24 percent for a
couple, with a 5 percent supplement payable for eachof the ifrst two dependent
children. For those with no other pensions or incomes, there is an income support
supplement intended to guarantee income at a minimum necessary for
subsistence, or approximately at the poverty line (in Israel: a level equivalent to
40 percent of the gross median income including transfer payments per
standard person).
The second tier in the Israeli pension system consistsof workrelated pension

entitlements organized in two systems: (l)a budgetary noncontributory pension
system, covering civil servants and municipal employees and funded from
current budget of the State or of municipalities; and (2) a funded scheme,
contributory organized and administered primarily by the Histadrut, the General
Federation of Labour. and operated as voluntary organization provident funds
and ifnanced by employee and employer contributions as negotiated in collective
work agreements. The budgetary pension system includes old age, survivors',
and disability provisions and benefits, while the contributory funded systems
may include old age beneifts exclusively though increasingly they are
comprehensive as well. The exact beneift and entitlement packages are
negotiated periodically in collective labor agreements, but generally old age
pension beneift rates depend upon seniority in the scheme or lengthof coverage
and can amount to as much as 70 percent of the ifnal wage or salary prior to
retirement. Following a pensioner's death, his widow receives a pension
equivalent to 60 percentof his pension during her lifetime. Widowers receive 30
percent of the wife's pension; and orphaned children receive 20 percent each until
age 2 1 . The total sumof the survivors' pensions may amount to a full pension. If
an insured person dies prior to reaching retirement age, but joined the fund
before age 55 (or 50, for women) the survivors receive pension beneifts in various
combinations: e.g. widows receive 40 percent of the insured's pension for life;
orphans 20 percent up toage 2 1 , and orphans with both parents deceased receive
40 percent (disabled orphans may receive the pension for life or until termination
of the disability); and dependent parents may each receive 15 percent, and the
total of such survivors' pensions may amount to up to 85 percent. Early
retirement, generally up to ifve years before the regular retirement rate, is
possible with actuarially reduced pension beneifts.
The workrelated, or supplementary, pension schemes are not so much new in

the country as they are new in the extent of their comprehensiveness and in the
proportionof the population covered. Thus a considerable partof the working
population, and especially those leaving employment in the early years of the
State, were not covered by workconnected pension insurance and did not receive
such pensions following retirement. Moreover, the early yearsof independence
witnessed a large inlfuxof adult immigrants and new workers who, due to their
age at arrival or to their inability otherwise to accumulate pension senioirty,
eligibility. and entitlements. retired from employment in large measure without
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income except for the pension provided by the National Insurance Institute.
Current studies indicate that only about onethird to 40 percent of the elderly
receive supplementary pensions in addition to the National Insurance Institute
pension (Factor and Habib, 1980; Cohen and Antler, 1985). Among those
presently receiving workconnected supplementary pensions, only a small
proportion have accumulated the maximum (70 percent) pension rate. Most of
those receiving such pensions have accumulated considerably lower rates, with
the average level currently about 50 percent of 'basic' salaires only (and not
including various additional or 'fringe' components of wage packages, such as
overtime pay, reimbursement of expenses, and special allowances).
All pension beneifts in Israel, whether those of the National Insurance Law

ifrst tier scheme or of the provident funds second tier scheme, are indexed to the
consumer pirce index or to wage and salary indexes. The Histadrut and other
provident fund schemes are regulated with respect to the investment and
managementoftheir funds, but otherwise operate as voluntary organizations. At
the present time there is no statutory or other connection between the two tiers of
the Israeli pension system: each tier is ifnanced independentlyofthe other, and an
insured person is entitled to receive the full old age pension due under the
National Insurance Law and, at the same time, to receive the full pension which
he has accumulated under the Histadrut pension framework. Theoretically, a
retired person entitled to full pensions under both tiers may receive a higher level
of income net of taxes than when he worked: the National Insurance Institute
pension is presently completely exempt from income tax, while onethird of the
supplementary pension is also tax exempt. As the systems mature and larger
numbers retire with full pension rights, the high replacement rates pose
increasingly seirous problems from the point of view of ifnancing the schemes
and from general considerationsofincome distirbution and inequality in Israeli
society.

Pension coverage in the Israeli labor force

. In a recent (1980) survey, the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics investigated
pension insurance coverage among wage and salary employees and members of
cooperatives in Israel (Central BureauofStatistics, 1982). Some 81 percentofthe
employees, including 83 percent of male and 78.5 percent of female employees,
reported being covered by some sort of workplaceconnected pension scheme or
coverage under collective agreements. This study did not investigate stirctly
pirvate annuity or bankrelated pension arrangements. Respondents were asked
iftheir coverage includes only 'basic' pension beneifts coveirng retirement in old
age or whether it also includes 'comprehensive' beneifts, coveirng sickness and
disability retirement and survivors' beneifts.
Abouthalfthose surveyed reported coverage by oneofthe General Federation

of Labor (Histadrut) pension funds, just over oneiffth (22 percent) are covered
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under direct budgetary pension arrangements as employees of the national
government orof the municipalities or local authoirties, just under 19 percent are
covered under 'pirvate' provident funds or funded pension schemes (e.g.
employeesof certain large ifrms or organizations, such as university employees,
bank employees, and others with their own nonHistadrut schemes); and just
under 10 percent reported other kindsof pension coverage. There are vairations
in typesof pensions and in typesofcoverage by sex, by age,by job senioirty, by
economic branch of employment, and by educational attainment. For our
purposes here, the most important axes of variation are those of age and
educational attainment.
Among both males and females pension coverage is least frequent at the

youngest ages, is higher the older the age group, and is highest (93.4 percent)
among males in the 4554 age group and highest (83.9 percent) among females in
the 35^4 age group. It falls off somewhat among the older age groups and is
sharply lower (less than 42 percent) among those 65 or over. About half of the
total not covered by pension arrangements are in the 1834 years age group, the
rest spread over allof the older age groups more or less equally; except that there
is a concentration of uninsured elderly males (aged65 + ) comprising some 19

percentof the total uninsured males. This ifnding has generally been interpreted
as mapping, on the one hand, the presumed career or life cycle changes in the
need or ability to acquire occupationbased pension coverage, and, on the other
hand, the large proportionsofthe elderly having begun employment in Israel too
late for, or otherwise been excluded from, occupationbased pensions. But there
may be alternative interpretations, associated with the selectivity of those still
employed or membersof cooperatives at ages 65 or over: those without pension
coverage may be the most likely to continue in employment at the advanced ages;
or some may have pensions from previous employment and have taken other,
noncovered employment subsequent to retiirng from their earlier jobs. It is
probably possible to clarify these points by somewhat more detailed analysis of
the survey data. What is of cirtical importance for this discussion is the near
universality of occupationbased tier coverage of male employees at ages 3564
and quite high levels of coverage (though not 'nearuniversality') of female
employees at those ages (Israel CBS, 1982, Table 2). A substantial part of the
coverage is only 'basic' pension coverage, but the data on agespeciifc rates of
'basic' and 'comprehensive' coverage do sustain the portrayal of a maturing
system in which the oldest, those 55 or over, are substantially less frequently
covered by comprehensive pension arrangements (66 percent of the insured
males, and 56 percent of the insured females) than are those in the 3544 and
4554 age groups (7677 percent and 6166 percent of the males and females
respectively in those age groups; CBS, 1982, Table 10). Pension coverage ofnon
Jews, while substantially less frequent than for Jews, none the less is
characteirzed by an age pattern that suggests that successive cohortsof workers
are progressively more likely to be covered by workrelated pension
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arrangements than is each previous cohort (CBS, 1982, Table 13).
Among male employees educational attainment is positively related to the

likelihood of pension coverage, but more dramatically so among nonJewish
than among Jewish men. For women, the educational level gradients are even
steeper; and only those women with postsecondary level educational attainment
(13+ years of schooling) approached the frequencies of pension coverage (86
percent) attained by the men in the corresponding educational attainment
category (90 percent for men with 13 + school years). The percentages covered or
insured among the women employees with fewer educational attainments (12
years or less) lag considerably behind thoseof the men (CBS, 1982, Tables 4 and
16). Those with higher or postsecondary educational attainment, and especially
the employed women at this level, are considerably more frequently covered in
government budgetary pension arrangements. Although for the total employed
population some 45 percent are covered by Histadrut pension funds compared
to only 19 percent covered by government budgetary pensions, among women
with 13+ years of school the number covered by government budgetary
pensions (40 000) actually exceeds that covered by Histadrut pension schemes
(29 000).

Pensions and the timing of retirement

Although we do not yet have very elaborate empirical studies or documentation,
it seems clear that the timing of withdrawal from fulltime employment is, for
large partsofthe middleaged and elderly population usually employed in Israel,
conditioned in considerable measure by availability and levels of alternative
sourcesof income, i.e. by retirement beneifts and entitlements, for the most part,
and sometimes by the possibility of recourse to disability beneifts. In the years
ahead it may be expected that progressively larger proportions of the employed
will be able to retire with full occupationbased pension entitlements. Though, on
the surface, it would seem that full twotiered pension entitlements promise high
ratesof income replacement for increasingly larger proportionsofthose retiring,
there remain questions both about the extent to which the high replacement rates
can be sustained in the Israeli economy under conditionsof very widespread full
entitlement and about the extent to which even such high replacement rates
based as they typically are on nominal base wages and salaires, rather than on the
total wage or salairesplusthefringebeneift packages which increasingly have
become a major part of the real incomes of Israel employees will in fact assure
the mateiral needsof the elderly. Relatively early 'retirement'of the 'immigrant
elderly', and especially those of Asian or Afircan birth from employment and
participation in the labor force due to poor or inadequate absorption into the
Israeli labor force and failure to establish commitment, tenure or satisfactory
career or senioirtyaccumulating employment patterns is slowly disappeairng as
the 'immigrant elderly' cohorts depart from the labor force, as is the relatively
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late retirement from employment by pioneering type, high work ethic
'indigenous elderly' (who also have availed themselves of the advantages and
accumulated entitlements and high replacement rates associated with long
tenure). We may expect that in the coming years the timing of retirement will
increasingly be determined by the patterns of intrinsic interest and work
satisfactionof jobs and careers, on the one hand, and by the accessibility and
legitimacyofalternative income sources and entitlements primarily pensions
on the other hand, with continuationof the trend toward earlier retirement as the
major outcome of this process.

Preparation for retirement

The promotionof preparation for retirement in Israel and the studyof its extent
and forms among individuals and in places of employment have both been
pioneered in Israel by Bergman (1978). Reporting on a sequence of interview
studies, Bergman notes that few of those interviewed were found to be making
plans for retirement. The perception of retirement as a positive or negative
experience. beneifcial or harmful to health, etc., varied in accordance with sex,
education, lengthof residence in Israel. and perceived health condition. Retirees
indicate retrospective realizationof the importanceofpreparation and planning
for the postemployment period. Males, oldtimers in Israel, thebetter educated,
the married, and those with perceived good health in a population over 60 which
was studied were inclined to avail themselvesof preretirement programs, while
elderly females. new immigrants. those with low education and with low self
evaluation of health did not (see also Habib and Steigman, 1984).
Apparently many employees would respond favorably to preretirement

programs in the workplaces if these were offered. According to Bergman
(1978:55) there seems to be a good response to such programs among civil
servants and among some industrial workers in plants where such programs are
being offered. A number of guidebooks to employees on retirement (rights,
services, etc.) have been prepared and published, and some of the trade unions
have initiated preretirement programs and discussions.

Beyond the interest or agreement of workers anticipating retirement in
retirement preparation, Bergman has investigated the approaches and attitudes
of employers to preparation for retirement. In a survey of plants and
organizations employing at least 100 workers, he found very few indeed only 7
percent of the 250 employers studied have existing preretirement programs,
though twothirds expressed interest or positive attitudes about introducing such
programs in the future. However, Bergman also found a very high degreeofpost
employment contact between the plants and organizations and the retired
employees. Moreover, in onethird of the ifrms and organizations studied, there
is a designatedstaff person charged with the functionof maintaining such post
employment contacts (Bergman, 1978:64(.
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Age tnd timing of retirement: transitions from employment

At least two studies have examined trends in laborforce participation and
employment among the elderly in Israel. Avner(1975) has pointed to the double
faceted decrease over time in the 'propensity to prolong work among elderly men'
relfected in: (l)the drop in laborforce participation ratesof Jewish men aged 65
and over from 37 percent in 1957 to 32 percent in 1972; and (2) the increasing
proportion employed in parttime jobs among those employed at all. He has
suggested two major hypotheses concerning the factors in these trends:
demographic composition shifts and income pattern shifts are viewed as
accounting for the decreasing volumeofand commitment to employment among
the elderly. Sicron (1986) has compared trends in employment of elderly(65 + )

and late middleaged (5564) men in Israel to those in developed and developing
countires. He has examined sources of vairation in laborforce participation
rates in these population groups in Israel, and considered birelfy some factors in
changing levels of participation and employment beyond the shifts in socio
demographic composition (implicit in the sources of vairation in participation
rates). Rates of laborforce participation of Israeli men aged 5564 and 65 +
have been higher in the recent past than corresponding rates in the highly
industiralized countries, but have declined in the last two decades. Updating and
expanding this compairson somewhat, we ifnd that by 1984 the rate of labor
force participation of Jewish men in Israel aged 5564 declined to 80 percent

,* (comparedto 91.5 percent in 1964) and the percentageof men aged 65 or over in
the labor force was down to 24 percent (compared to 44 percent in 1964).

Table 5 Laborforce participation rates (percent in the labor force) among Jewish males,
aged 55 and over: Israel, 195784

Aged 5564 Aged 65+

Percent in the Percent in the
Percent in labor force Percent in labor force
the labor working part the labor working part

Year force time only force time only

1957 83.1 n.a. 37.1 n.a.
1961 86.1 n.a. 36.8 n.a.
1964 91.5 14.1 44.2 36.8
1966 91.0 13.5 42.8 37.2
1969 90.1 13.1 36.2 39.0
1972 87.0 12.2 32.3 40.2
1979 84.0 15.5 30.8 54.4
1982 81.0 15.2 26.3 57.4
1984 79.7 16.3 24.2 59.9

n.a.: not available.
Source: 195772:Avner (1975).

197984: CBS, Labour Force Surveys.
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Moreover an increasing percentage of the men aged 55 and over who were
employed (16 percent of those 5564 and 60 percent of those 65 and over
employed in 1984) were employed in parttime jobs only (Table 5). Nonetheless
the laborforce participation rate for Israeli Jewish males 5564 remains higher
than that for males those ages in the United States and in most Western
European countires (e.g. Austria, Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Luxemburg,
Netherlands, Spain, West Germany), though not higher than the rates in
Canada, Ireland, or Sweden and lower than those in Japan and the UK. And the
laborforce participation rate for Israeli Jewish males aged 65 and over is higher

Table 6 Laborforce participation rates (percent in the labor force) among Jewish males,
aged 55 and over, by geocultural origin, age, and number of school years completed:

Israel, 1982

Geocultural oirgin

Age group and Born in Born in
number of school Born in Asia or Europe or
years completed Total Israel Afirca America

Total 55+ 52.3 63.4 49.2 52.7

Aged: 5559 85.0 86.5 78.6 89.4
6064 78.0 74.0 67.4 83.9
6569 41.3 (45.3) 28.2 46.1
7074 27.4 (31.5) 19.3 29.6
75+ 11.8 (15.7) (6.4) 13.5

Aged: 5564, total 81.0 82.1 73.5 85.7
04 schl. yrs. 65.5  62.2 78.6
58 schl. yrs. 77.1 69.0 75.6 80.3
912 yrs., total 87.3 97.2 79.8 88.5
910 yrs. 87.1 100.0 78.7 89.3
1112 yrs. 87.5 96.0 80.7 87.9
13+ yrs., total 90.3 84.6 86.1 92.1
1315 yrs. 92.6 91.7 81.8 94.6
16+ yrs. 88.2 78.6 92.9 90.1

Aged:65 + , total 26.3 29.3 19.6 28.5
04 schl. yrs. 10.7  12.0 U.2
58 schl. yrs. 23.8 (22.2) 20.0 25.5
912 yrs., total 33.7 (42.1) 28.3 34.5
910 yrs. 25.5  (22.2) 25.2
1112 yrs. 38.7 (41.7) 33.3 39.9
13+ yrs., total 36.9 (38.5) (40.9) 36.9
1315 yrs. 34.8  (21.4) 36.5
16+ yrs. 38.6   37.2

OParen theses denote small sample numbers.
Source: CBS, Labour Force Surveys, 1982. Jerusalem, 1984.
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than the rates in any of the Western industrialized countries. Only the rate for
Japan is higher (OECD, 1979).
The continuing differentiation in laborforce participation ratesof Jewish

males aged 55 and over by age, by geocultural origin, and by educational
attainment is illustrated in Table 6. Laborforce participation rates are quite high
at ages 5559 and 6064 (for the total: 85 percent and 78 percent respectively), are
at about half that level (41 percent) at ages 6569, and much lower at older ages
(27 percent at 7074 and 12 percent at ages 75 and over).
Within the major age groupings (5564 and 65 + ) there is a dramatic and

positive relationship between levelsof educational attainment and ratesoflabor
force participation. Thus, among the men aged 5564, less than twothirds of
those with no or with very little formal schooling, but more than ninetenths of
those with postsecondary level schooling, were in the laborforce in 1982.
Similarly among those aged 65 and over only 11 percentof those with 04 school
years, and less than 24 percent of those with 58 school years, were in the labor
force in 1982, compared to more than onethird in the labor force among those
with at least some postprimary (9 years or more) schooling.
The overwhelming majority (about 93 percent) of Israeli Jewish males aged 55

and over are men born abroad who immigrated to Israel. At each age the
participation rates ofthe men born in theWestern countires (Europe or Ameirca)
or born in Israel are very substantially higher than those ofthe men born in Asia

b or Africa. These geocultural oirgin differences are evident within each age and
educational attainment subgroup as well, though they are less dramatic among
those aged 65 and over with no, or only elementary level, schooling and among
those aged 5564 with 58 years ofschooling. Differences between the European
and Ameircan oirgin (EA, hereinafter) and the Asian and African oirgin (AA,
hereinafter) groups are also very pronounced within periodof immigration
subgroups at ages 5564 and 65 + (Israel CBS, 1984a, Table 7), though they are
smallest among those of the 5564 age group who immigrated piror to 1948.
Thus even controlling for differences in educational attainment and for
differences in period of immigration or duration of residence in Israel, late
middleaged and elderly Jewish men born in Asian or Afircan countires have
much lower laborforce participation rates than do those born in Europe or
Ameirca.

Recent trends in employment transitions

By the term, 'employment transitions', we denote all the changes in individual
employment situations or arrangements which can occur over any given interval
of time, These may include changesofjob or employer, changesofoccupation or
industry, changesof hours or peirodsof work on a given job, changes of role or
organizational position in a given ifrm or organization, changesofphysical place
of employment, changes in autonomy of employment or in supervision over
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others, and termination of employment or withdrawal from the working force
altogether.

A ifrst National Mobility Survey carried out in Israel by the Central Bureau of
Statistics as part of the Labour Force Survey in 1974 presented a ifrst
opportunity to investigate employment transitions among the middle aged and
elderly population for the period 196974 (CBS, 1977). Ina studyofemployment
and retirement of middleaged and aged Jewish males Matras, Noam and Bar
Haim (1979) found that some 9295 percent of males aged 4559 who were
employed in 1 969 were still employed in 1974 (or, more accurately: also employed
in 1974; some may have withdrawn from employment and subsequently re
entered employment within the time interval). Of those aged 60 and over and
employed in 1969 quite high percentages continued to be employed in 1974 as
well: almost twothirds (64 percent) of the 6064yearold males employed in
1969 were also employed in 1974, and more thanhalf (53 percent)of those aged
6569 and employed in 1969 were still employed ifve years later. But, of the
employed males aged 70 and over in 1969. a large majority terminated
employment and withdrew from the laborforcei.e.retired'by 1 974, the date
of the mobility survey (56 percentof those aged 7074 in 1969, and 67 percent of
the men aged 75 and over and employed in that year were no longer in the labor
force in 1974) (Matras, Noam and BarHaim, 1979, Table 1).
Among the men under 60 at the initial date (1969) there was very little

pronounced occupational differentiation with respect to the ratesofemployment
continuation or retirement in the subsequent ifveyear interval, though the
percentages retiring among those in scientiifc or academic occupations, on the
one hand, and in unskilled manual or service occupations, on the other hand,
were higher than in other occupations. But among those aged 6064 and
employed in 1969 the occupational differences in the percentages retiring in the
subsequent ifveyear period are very pronounced indeed, with those employed in
service, unskilled, and agricultural occupations in 1969 withdrawing from the
labor force in the interval in substantially greater percentages than the restof the
group. Similar occupational differentiation in the rate of retirement from the
labor force was found for the 6569yearold men employed in 1969 (Matras
Noam and BarHaim, 1979, Table 2). Finally, at all ages (over 55, in 1969), but
especially pronounced at ages 6069, there are substantial geocultural oirgin
differences in rates of continuation in or retirement from employment in the
'96974 interval. Men born in countriesof Asia or Africa (AA), regardless of
occupational group or category, much less frequently continued in employment
to the endof the interval, 1974, and much more frequently withdrew or retired
from employment and laborforce participation, than did men born in countires
of Europe or America (EA) (see Matras, Noam and BarHaim 1979 Table 3 and
Appendix Table C).
A National LabourMobility Survey carried outin 1980 replicates and updates

in large measure the earlier investigation and permits study of employment
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Table 7 Employed Jewish males, aged45 + , by age group, 1969 and 1975: Vacant
employed, not employed and seeking work, or retired ifve years later (in 1974 and 1980

respectively)

Employed in 1969: Transitions in 196974

Age group at Number VtTceni
beginning employed Not , ,T 'r
of the in 1969, Employed 1974 employed, labor (orce
peirod alive in in 1974 Employed seeking (ertired)
1969 1974 Total full time work 1974

" Total 45+235 000 83 65 1 1645.4964 500 94 83 1 5
5054 47 500 95 81 1 *555954 000 92 75 1 7606440 500 64 37 0 36
65+ 28 500 49 19 0 51

Employed in 1975: Transitions in 197580

Age group at Number XI Percen*
beginning employed Nt>t rnonn.the
ofthe in 1975, Employed 1980 employed, labor force
peirod alive in in 1980 Employed seeking (retired)
1975 1980 Total full time work 1980

Total 45+234 70084 60 1 15454964 500 95 74 1 *505467 400 93 73 1 f555948 300 87 65 0 13606433 900 56 26 1 *>65+20 600 62 20 1 37

Source: Labour Mobility Surveys, 1974 and 1980.
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transitions in the period 197580 (CBS, 1984b). Among Jewish men aged 4554
and employed in 1975, some 9395 percent were also employed in 1980 as well.
These percentages are similar to those found in the earlier survey (Table 7).
However, the percentagesin fulltime employment at the endof the 197580
interval were substantially lower than at the close of the earlier, 196974,
interval.
Among men aged 5564 and employed in 1975, the percentages continuing in

employment until 1980 were considerably lower than in the earlier period.
Moreover, among men in this age group continuing in employment to the end of
the 197580 interval, the percentages in fulltime employment are much lower
than among the corresponding age group studied in the earlier peirod. Finally,
among the men aged 65 years old or over and employed in 1975, a high
percentage, 62 percent were still employed in 1980 (compared to 49 percent in the
65 + age group in 1969 who were employed in 1974 as well), and only 37 percent
withdrew from the labor force in the interval (compared to 51 percent retiring in
the 1 96974 period). Only 20 percent in this age group were employed full time in
either period.
The geocultural origin differences in ratesof continuation in employment or

retirement at ages 5564 are somewhat less prominent, but the occupation group
differences are even more prominent, in the 197580 period than those found for
the 196974 period (Table 8). But among the men aged 6064 at the onsetof the
respective interval, the percentageof those born in Asia or Africa who retired in
the 197580 interval was actually smaller than the percentage retiring in the
196974 period (53 percent retiring in 197580, compared to 57 percent retiring
in 1 96974); while the percentage of EA men in this age group retiring was much
higher in the 197580 interval (41 percent retired in the 197580 interval) than in
the 196974 period (29 percent in 196974). Thus there was a pronounced
convergence among the AA and EA subgroups in rates of continuation in
employment or retirement at ages 6064.
For men in the 5559 age group employed in manual occupations there was a

substantial decline from the 196974 to the 197580 intervals in the rate of
continuation in employment, and a sharp rise in the percent retiring. This
development worked to render the difference between patterns of white and
bluecollar workers much more pronounced in the latter interval. In the earlier
interval the service and unskilled worker group aged 5559 had a relatively high
percentage retiring, while the rate of retirement among the other categories of
manual occupations was not notably higher than the rate for the total in that age
group. But in the 1 97580 interval there was a clear division between manual and
nonmanual occupation groups with respect to employment and retirement, with
the manual workers in the 5559 age group showing a much stronger tendency to
terminate employment.
As noted earlier, in the 6064 age group there were strong occupation group

differences in patterns of employment continuation or retirement recorded for



Table 8 Employed Jewish males, aged 5564, by geocultural origin group and by occupation group in 1969 and 1975: percent employed
or retired ifve years later (1974 and 1980, respectively) _g

Employment and employment transitions: 1969 74 and 197580

196974 197580

Number Percent Percent Number Percent Percent
Geocultural origin, and age and occupation employed employed retired* employed employed retired
Group at beginning of period in 1969 in 1974 in 1974 in 1975 in 1980 in 1980 5

■■ a
Aged 5559 0
Total 54 000 92 7 61 900 87 13 jg
Born in Asia or Africa 13 000 88 10 18 100 80 19 I
Born in Europe or America _ 39 500 94 6 43 800 90 10 3
Occ. groups: 2
I. Scientiifc, academic, and professional4 000 90 10 8 300 (92) (8) 2
2. Managerial and clerical 11 500 98 2 13 800 94 SO
3. Sales 8 500 93 7 8 500 (79) (21) §
4. Crafts, skilled, and semiskilled 13 000 93 617 400 85 15 2
5. Service and unskilled II 500 87 13 II 700 82 18 >
6. Farm 5 500 93 6 2 200 (79) (21) R

m
D

Aged 6064 <S

Total 40 500 64 36 44 800 56 43 §
Born in Asia or Africa . 10 500 43 57 11 000 47 53 B
Born in Europe or America 28 500 71 29 33 800 58 41 m

Occ. groups:
I . Scientiifc, academic. and professional 3 500 65 35 6 100 (73) (27)
2. Manageral and clerical 8 500 74 26 10 700 55 43
3. Sales 5 000 67 30 4 400 (74) (26)
4. Crafts, skilled, and semiskilled9 000 65 35 12 800 45 54
5. Service and unskilled 10 000 55 45 5 900 42 56
6. Farm  4 500 55 45 4 800 )72( )28(

.Not in the labor force.
Source: CBS, Labour Mobility Surveys, 1974 and 1980.
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the 196974 peirod. These manualnonmanual differences remain and are
evident for the 1 97580 interval as well, but are tempered somewhat by the steep
increase in the percent retiring among those aged 6064 in the manageiral and
clerical occupations category.Of these aged 6064 and employed in this category
in 1969, almost threequarters (74 percent) were still employed in 1974, while
only 55 percent were still employed in 1980. The percent of men aged 6064
initially in the two manual occupation categories, the crafts, skilled, and semi
skilled workers, and the services and unskilled workers categoires, who retired in
the 197580 period was substantially higher than in the 1 96974 period.
Moreover, the difference between skilled and unskilled categoires evident in the
1 96974 period (65 percentof crafts, skilled, and semiskilled workers continuing
in employment and 35 percent retiring, compared to 55 percent of services and
unskilled workers continuing and 45 percent retiring) virtually disappeared in the
197580 interval. Continuation in employment was much less frequent in both
groups (45 percent and 42 percent respectively) and retirement was much more
frequent (54 percent and 56 percent respectively) during the latter period (Table
8). Thus we see that the trend toward early retirement is evident both in the 5559
and in the 6064 age groups, and in most of the major occupational categoires.

Retirement in the Kibbutz

Special interest has attached to patterns of retirement in the kibbutz, the Israeli
collective settlements. Elderly membersof the kibbutz are permitted, and indeed
in a nonirgid sense 'expected', to continue in work activities as long as they are
able to do so, whether on a fulltime or a reducedtime basis; and generally
retirement or withdrawal from work is gradual. They retain full membership in
the kibbutz, with its implied assuranceof mateiral welfare, health care and access
to all the servicesofthe kibbutz. Moreover the elderly in the kibbutz are typically
in close physical proximity to their family members and to the friends, neighbors,
and workmates they have had over the years (Atar, 1983; Leviatan, 1975;
Leviatan, AmAd and Adar, 1982). Compared to aging and retirement in urban
settings in Israel, the setting and arrangementsofthe kibbutz are often viewed as
idyllic.
Yet there are numerous problems and issues for the individual elderly person

and his family in the kibbutz, and for the kibbutz as a community. Some of these
were identiifed and discussed more than two decades ago by Talmon jn a
pioneeirng paper (Talmon, 1961) on aging in the kibbutz, and they continue to
draw interest and attention in and outside of Israel, despite the small absolute
and relative numbers involved. One such issue is thatof the selfimageofthe fully
or partially retired kibbutz member in a community still characteirzed by an
ideology of revolutionary breaks with the past, still heavily dependent upon
recruitment of new members from among the youth movements organized in
part on ideals of intergenerational rebellion and discontinuity, and still
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according a central value to work and productivity as the means of personal
redemption and national revival. The 'stratiifcation' evident in the kibbutz, the
classless and egalitairan community, has been documented almost entirely
around the work, production, and production leadership or initiative axis; and
the diminishing work capabilities and increasing dependence are said to cause
insecuirty, anxiety, and discontent more in the kibbutz than in the less work
oirented general population. Another issue is thatof the relationships of retired
kibbutz members with children who have left the kibbutz and, especially,of the
scope, directions, and nature of intergenerational assistance which can or should
be rendered. As kibbutz members do not have pirvate means, incomes, or
savings, they cannot easily make transfersof resources to children who have left;
yet their wish or need to beof assistance to children and grandchildren may not
be less than that of other parents and grandparents. A parallel issue of the
relationships of kibbutz members to elderly or retired parents who are not
members of the kibbutz, and the circumstances under which such parents can be
encouraged or allowed to take up residence in the kibbutz to be close to children
has also airsen.

By and large the kibbutz communities, far from ignoirng or downgrading the
importance of these issues or leaving them to the individuals and families
affected, have sought to address them, to study their oirgins and nature, and to
propose solutions to such problems at the level of the community. Thus, for
example, some kibbutzim have founded workshops and industries explicitly for
the purposeofemploying theelderly and, for the most part, have integrated these
effectively with the restof kibbutz economic activity. Kibbutzim have, in general,
accepted the pirnciple that the community must recognize the obligations of
members to parents and children not themselves members of the kibbutz; and it
must help members meet those obligations, whether by ifnancial participation or
by extending kibbutz facilities and services to the parents or children. Thus,
even as expeirence with retirement and its adjustments increases in Israel gener
ally, the special problems and opportunities of the kibbutz remain of very great
interest.

THE RETIRED IN ISRAELI SOCIETY

With the institutionalization of retirement and the trend toward earlier
retirement in Israel, we may expect that the number and proportion retiredof the
elderly (65+ )in the population grows only very slowly or not at all. The personal
and social situation of any single retired person changes as his individual life
course unfolds in interaction with the family and institutional setting; while
collectively the situation of the retired changes both as their numbers and
composition change and as the institutional settings and arrangements develop.
In this section we shall be concerned pirmairly with the latter typesof changes:
the collective 'retired in Israel'. Though the problems and issues are relatively
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new in Israel, they have had more than a little attention both in the academic
circles and in the social policymaking and administrative circles; so that any
summary is necessarily only partial and very selective.

Marital status, resicfrnce, and family relationships and roles

In 1982 about 94 percent of the elderly (aged 65 and over), and probably even
more among the retired under 65 years old, lived in pirvate households, with the
rest residing primarily in institutions or kibbutzim. Of the total of the elderly
living in households, 42 percent of the women and 86 percent of the men are
married; and more thanhalf (55 percent) lived together with their spouses only
includ.ng 70 percent of the men, but only 42 percent of the women, in the 65 +
age group (CBS, 1985). Just over onequarter (26 percent) lived alone, in single
person households, including 39 percentof the women but only 12 percentof the
men; and 19 percent (about the same for men and women alike) lived in .other
households, primarily together with children or other relatives. The living
arrangementsof the elderly differ not only by sex, but they also differ by age and
by geocultural origin. Thus, the young old, and especially the women among
the young old', those aged 6569, are much more likely to be in intact couples
and living alone with their spouses than are those aged 75 and over, the 'old old'
'Old old women are somewhat more likely to be living alone, and much more
likely to be living in other typesof households, i.e. with children or relatives
than are young old' women. By contrast. old old' men are almost as likely to be
living alone with their wives as are young old men; but they are much more
likely to be living alone in singleperson households, and considerably less likely
to be lving in other households, with children or relatives, than are 'young old'
men. Finally, at all ages, the elderly born in Asia or Africa are much less likely
than those of European birth to be living alone with spouses in coupleonly
households and much more likely to be living in other' households i e with
children or other relatives; while the percentages of both geocultural origin
groups residing alone, in singleperson households are remarkably similar at an
ages (CBS, 1985, Table B). y

Living arrangementsofthe elderly have changed dramatically in a short peirod
of time. As Habib (1984a) has noted, the percentage of the elderly living with
their children, which was about 49 percent in 1961, dropped to under 36 percent
in 1972 and to 27 percent in 1980; while the percentage of the elderly living
alonewithout spouse or other family members^limbed from 11 percent in
961 to'9 percent in 1972; and it increased further to an estimated28.5 percent in
1980. Increased longevity and joint survival, and declining fertility have
probably all contirbuted to this trend; but more likely it is the rising income and
enhancedavailabilityand legitimacyof separate housingboth for the
elderly and for their adultchildrenwhich have been major factors in these
changes.
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Among the elderly living in households in 1982, about 13 percent have no
living children at all, and another 3 percent reported children living abroad but
not in Israel. The percentages with living children in Israel, with children living
abroad, and without children at all are similar among the different age and main
geocultural origin subgroupsof the elderly. Those with no children in Israel are
somewhat more likely to be living alone (CBS, 1985, Table 13). Of those with
children, about 70 percent reported that their children live in the same town or
locality, whether in the same apartment (22 percent), a different apartment in the
same building (6 percent), or elsewhere in the same town (44 percent). Just over
onequarter reported children living elsewhere in Israel (26 percent), with the rest
reporting only children living abroad. Among the 'young old', those aged 6569
and those aged 7074, these percentages are roughly the same for males and ofr
females. However, among the 'old old', those 75 and over, the percentage of
women living in the same apartment with children is more than double that for
men in the same age group, while living in the same building but in different
apartments is about as frequent for men and women. Men 75 or over are more
likely than women to report children living elsewhere in the same town or
locality, and they are more likely than women to report children living in some
other town or locality in Israel (CBS, 1985, Table 14).
Finally, and perhapsof most interest, the elderlyofAsian or African birth are

.* much more likely than those of European or American birth to report that their
children live in the same apartment; they are much less likely to report that they
have children in other towns or localities in Israel only; and they are much less
likely to report having children living abroad only. Some 42 percent of the AA
born elderly, compared to only 14 percent of EAborn elderly, report children
living in the same apartment, and 7 percent (compared to 5 percent among the
EA) report children in the same building but in a different apartment. Almost
half the EA elderly (46 percent), compared to somewhat more than onethird
among the AA elderly (38 percent), reported children living in other buildings or
addresses in the same towns or localities. But only 12 percentof the AA elderly,
compared to 30 percent of the EA elderly, reported children living in other
localities in Israel only; while 5 percent of the EA elderly, compared to Just 1

percent of the AA elderly, reported children living abroad only.
As noted earlier, the Asian and Africanborn elderly in Israel today are a

relatively traditional subgroup. Women have had relatively high fertility, and
children have been relatively less wellendowed educationally and vocationally,
and relatively less mobile occupationally and geographically than the children of
the European and Americanborn elderly. As the present elderly and retired
population groups are joined and ultimately replaced by new cohorts of
'indigenous' elderly, both the numbers and the geographic proximity of their
children will diminish; so that the percentages with children nearby are likely to
decline markedly. The problems these changes pose for the individuals in the
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retired population with reduced numbers and access to help and support from
children. as well as for the children with reduced numbersof siblings who must
bear larger sharesofthe burdensofcare and attention to elderly parents, are only
beginning to be studied.

Income levels of pension recipients

Studies carried outin the 1 970s documented extensive poverty among the elderly
in Israel: though they were only about 7 percentof the total population then, at
the beginning ofthe 1 97080 decade the elderly comprised 50 percentof the poor,
even after account was takenof receiptof income transfers (Doron, 1979; Habib
and Steigman, 1984). During the 1970s there were major improvements in the
income transfer system, and the extent of poverty among the elderly declined
somewhat.
Habib (1984b) has recently analyzed the economic status of the elderly in

Israel. He first notes that a large proportionof the elderly have very low incomes,
and for many this occurs in the aftermathof declining incomes after retirement.
Some 45 percent of the elderly receive the low income supplement from the
National Insurance Institute intended to assure them of income levels at the
poverty line. Thus these elderly persons are living and must make do with
incomes at the levelsof 25 percentof the mean income level in Israel(if they are
singleperson households; at 37.5 percent of the mean income level for elderly
couples), with grave implications for their material condition and social
situations alike. The high proportion of elderly qualifying for the low income
supplement is due to the fact that, even today, no more than onethird of those
retiring receive pensions from their places of work. Among those entitled to
workconnected pensions, most have but little seniority or years of service.
Paradoxically, however, the elderly as a category do have a mean per capita
income level which, in viewof their small numbersof dependants, is only slightly
below that characterizing nonelderly families. The two points are indicative of
the steep income inequalities characterizing the elderly in Israel, exceeding
income inequalities within other groups in Israel.
In response to inquiries concerning the adequacyof their incomes, about one

third respond negatively, though those so answeirng are not necessarily the ones
with lowest incomes. In fact, among those elderly with incomes at, or very close
to, the poverty line only onehalf report that their incomes are inadequate for
their needs. In the viewof Habib, this results from other aspectsof their styles of
life, such as housing characteirstics, not reflected in income levels, or, possibly,
accommodation to conditions which they cannot envision improving. More
generally, this author points to the need for greater understanding of the
relationship between objective conditions and their subjective perception of
levels of living on the part of the elderly (Habib, 1984b:3(.
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Health, acitvities of daily living (ADL) and health care

Assessment of the levelsof health and their vairations and changes over time are
notoriously diiffcult for any population group, and this is no less the case for the
retired in Israel. While in the past the improvements in mortality led to increased
life years at childhood, youth, and early adult ages and only to a lesser extent in
middle and old age, there is some anticipation now that future improvements in
mortality will result in 'rectangulairzation'ofthe curveof survival probability by
age and in increaseofthe volumeoflife years in middle and old age. The cirtical
question concerns the kinds of life years which will be added: whether years of
health and effective personal and social functioning,of creative work or leisure
and social participation, or years of illness and inifrmity and extended
dependence. In other words: will 'rectangulairzation' of the survival curve
be accompanied by a corresponding rectangulairzation of the 'health curve' as
well? The research, discussion, and even the speculation on this issue are, for
the time being, partially held up by problems of convincing and acceptable
empiircal representation and measurement of the 'health curve' (Davies,
1984).
In addition to the current vital statistics mortality data (see above) and some

agespeciifc hospital admission and morbidity data (CBS, 1983, Tables
XXIV/20, XXIV/21; Halevi, 1985), which contirbute to the portrayal of the
healthofthe elderly and the retired in Israel, there have been three surveys carired
out recently by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics which make a special
contirbution to this descirption. Two of them, carired out in 1977 and 1981
respectively, were surveys of use of health services in the population, carried out
in conjunction with the ongoing national Labour Force Surveys; and these
conifrm that the elderly are the greatest users of health services, with
characteirstic vairations by ethnic oirgin, educational attainment, and
employment histoires or characteristics. The third is the surveyofelderly persons
in households, cited above, carired out in 1982, also in conjunction with the
Labour Force Survey, and in which elderly respondents were asked about their

' mobility and their ability to carry out activities of daily living (ADL) with or
without assistance, in addition to questions about their personal characteirstics,
residence, and presence of children.
Israelis, and especially Israeli Jews, are notoirously frequent visitors to

doctors, averaging more than one visit monthly in 1981. The frequency of visits
to doctors is higher at successively higher ages, and the elderly population reports
an averageof 1.8 doctor visits monthly, higher for women than for men, higher
for thoseofAsian orAfircan birth than for thoseofEuropean or Ameircan birth,
and higher for those with lower education or lower occupational status than for
those with higher socioeconomicstatus (CBS, 1983,TableXXIV/ 15; CBS, 1983,
Special Publication No. 71 7). Interestingly, hospitalization rates ofthe elderly of
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both sexes, and both for 'young old' (6574) and 'old old' (75 + ) are much higher
for those of European or American birth than for thoseof Asian or African birth
(Halevi, 1985, Table 5).
In the 1982 surveyof the elderly in households, 85 percentof the elderly, aged

65 and over, reported themselves independent in ADL, (in this survey deifned as:
bathing, dressing and eating). Some 14 percent reported needing help in bathing,
9 percent needing help in dressing, and 4 percent needing help eating. Jewish
elderly persons are more likely than nonJews to report being independent in
ADL; there are age differences in the expected direction; and, for each sex and
age group among the Jewish elderly, those of European or American birth are
considerably more likely to report independence in ADL and less likely to report
using help in ADL than those born in Asia or Africa (CBS, 1985, Tables 6 and 7).
Most ofthe elderly who need help in ADL get it from some one speciifed person,
who is almost always a relative (recall that the survey excludes those not living in
private households): 42 percent receive help in ADL from their spouses and 50
percent from another relative usually a daughter or son. A large majoirtyof the
elderly men are married; and of those requiring help in ADL some 70 percent
receive much help from their wives. But only 24 percentof the women needing
help in ADL can obtain such help from husbands, while 68 percent receive help
from daughters, sons, or other relatives. Only 8 percent receive help from non
relatives (CBS, 1985: xii and Table A).
Provisions for delivery of medical services to the aged in Israel have been

summarized by Doron in his comparative analysisof social services for the aged
in eight countries ( 1 979). Health insurance is provided for most of the population
through voluntary sick funds: in 1981 over 95 percentof the adult population,
including 98.2 percent of Jews and 74.0 percent of nonJews aged 20 and over,
were covered by such health insurance (CBS, 1983, Table XXIV/9). But there is
no compulsory national health insurance covering the entire population and,
until recently, the effective health insurance coverageof the aged population was
much lower than thatof the total population due to restirctions on membership
and on eligibility of the elderly for various medical care services, restirctions
affecting mainly immigrants and those applyingto join at advanced ages. In the
mid 1 970s government policies and subsidies led to elimination of restirctions
regarding coverage of the elderly, and medical services are provided for the
insured elderly in the same manner as for the general population, whether
ambulatory services or hospitalization. Health insurance presently practiced in
Israel does in general not include dental care and does not cover provision of
medical appliances. Those elderly lacking the means to obtain these services can
receive assistance from welfare bureaux and, if medical appliances are
prescribed, universalistic (nonincometested) assistance from the Ministry of
Health. Since 1972 there has been a national geriatric medicine program set up
jointly by the Ministryof Health and the Histadrut (General Labour Federation(
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General Sick Fund, with some provisions for development of acute geriatric
departments for up to three months ofhospitalization and departments for long
term care, i.e. for hospitalization up to three months. These services are still in
their beginnings, and they are by no means suiffcient to cover the demand for
beds and facilities.
Analysis and projectionof the demand for medical servicesitself entails some

fundamental diiffculties. In the ifrst place, there are serious diiffculties in
projecting the level of immigration, which, in the past has made decisive
contributions to population growth. In the second place, though it is possible to
project the nonimmigrant elderly population and its composition by sex, age,
and ethnic origin, it remains diiffcult to choose the most appropriate assumptions
concerning their future useof services and, thus, diiffcult to project their demand
for medical services. While it is clear, for example, that the Asian and Afircan
born will comprise a much larger part of the elderly population, it is also clear
that important changes have already taken place in these cohorts compared to
earlier AAborn cohorts; and additional changes may take place in the future,
e.g. changing educational attainment, occupational trajectories, fertility and
family size, and others. The implications of these changes for the health and
health care needs ofthe AAborn elderly are simply not known, and only vaguely

*י conjectured, at this point.
With the dramatic rise in the number and share of the 'old old' in the elderly

population, there has been increasing public concern and systematic research
attention to issues ofthe need for, and available resources for provision of, long
term care services. A sequence of Brookdale Institute studies have focused on
four major areas: projection models of needs and costs, the quality of care,
decisionmaking patterns, and the organizationofcare (Habib, 1980; Habib and
Steigman, 1 984; Factor and Habib, 1984). A central outcome of this concern and
of the research and policymaking attention to the longterm care problem has
been the commitment on the partofthe Parliament {Knesset)ofIsrael to address
these needs through the vehicle of the National Insurance Institute by enacting,

. in 1980, a law creating a LongTerm Care Insurance Branch under National
Insurance. The National Insurance Institute was authoirzed to collect
contirbutions to a longterm care fund that would be used to provide beneifts and
services, based on principles of personal entitlement and statutoirly deifned
eligibility. The speciifc beneifts and services covered were to be deifned by '

legislation and implemented at a later date (Habib, 1984a, b; Morginstin and
Shamai, 1985). A national commission established to recommend how best to
implement the new program has proposed a reoirentation of the basic approach
to the ifnance of longterm care services, in that all elderly with professionally
assessed functional disability will be entitled to cash grants suiffcient to cover part
of the cost of personal and domestic home care, with no distinction in
entitlements to be made between families providing the care themselves and those
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families not able or willing to provide the care (National LongTerm Care
Committee, 1983; Habib, 1984a, b; Morginstin and Shamai, 1985; Mann, 1985).

Employment and second careers

As indicated earlier, Israel has had and still has a higher laborforce participation
rate for elderly men (65 + ) than anyof the Western industiral countries, though
the rate has been declining and most employment of the elderly is parttime
employment. Someof the employed elderly, and indeed someof the employed at
younger ages, say 5564, are in parttime employment or in fulltime second
careers' after having retired from earlier, ifrstcareer' employment.
Unfortunately, it has not yet been possible to separate, in national laborforce
data, the preretired from the retired employed in these age groups. More
detailed analysis of the 1980 National Mobility Survey data mentioned earlier
will probably permit such a partitioning of middleaged and elderly employed;
but for the present the discussion must draw upon less than adequate data and
case mateirals.
Habib (1984a) and Habib andSteigman (1984) have summarized the evidence

concerning employment and second careers among the elderly and the retired
(see, also, TheNewAge, ~N0. 12■April 1 983). Considering, ifrstof all, the psycho
social situationof older workers, Habib has noted that dissatisfaction with work
situations, devoid of plans of expectations of change characteristically found
among younger dissatisifed workers, appears to increase signiifcantly with age
Incompatibility between the demands of the workplace and abilities and
expectations of the aging worker encourage both individual decisions to retire
and promotionof retirement among employers, with dissatisfaction or perceived
incompatibility much more pronounced among bluecollar than among white
collar workers, On the other hand. relatively low unemployment in Israel and the
lack, until recently.of ready access to pensions and income support prior to the
conventional retirement ages have worked in the direction of continued high
rates of employment, and delay of retirement. among older workers (Habib
1984a: 21).
But for those wishing to delay retirement indeifnitely, to change employers or

even to change jobs within a ifrm, or to take on employment after retirement
from the major employment at the close of the ifrst career', there is both an
absence of suitable employment opportunities and some indications of age
discirmination on the patr of employers. Using content analysis on newspaper
advertisements seeking job applicants, Shanit and Eran (1981) found
pronounced age discrimination in several occupational groups (including, for
example, dirvers, unskilled industrial workers, salesmen, clerical workers, and
professional and managerial occupations requiring academic postsecondary
education and degrees). By contrast, in an earlier study carired out for the
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Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, lieber and Cohen (1978) surveyed some
220 employers of 25 or moer workers in private (i.e. nongovernment, non
institutional) manufacturing and service sectors and found high levels o(
willingness to employ elderly persons, whether in continuation of their previous
employment past retirement ages or as new employees. Moreover, some 72
percent of the ifrms studied were in fact employing elderly persons.
The later employmentofmembersof collective settlements, the kibbutzim, has

probably been more extensively studied than any other example or program of
employmentofthe elderly in Israel; and, as Habib (1984a, b) has noted, provides
an interesting example of the application of a more enlightened employment
policy with respect to older workers and is at the same time suggestive of wnat
the potential for the employment of the elderly may really be. More than 9O
percent of elderly kibbutz members are employed, and the kibbutz is com
mitted to ensuring employment for elderly members, though they may reduce
their hours of employment beginning at age 55, are released from compulsory
participation in certain obligations (such as kitchen duty, night work, guard dutY
at night, and so forth) at age 65, and are no longer obligated to work (though
maintaining a irght to employment) after age 70 (Atar, 1983, cited by Habib,
1984a, b).
Kibbutz members typically change jobs between ages 40 and 55 and again

between ages 55 and 70, with some evidence that the latter round ofjobchanges is
1 connected to age, stamina, and healthrelated factors. The principle of job

rotation in the kibbutz, a prominent partofcollective settlement ideology, is also
supportive ofthe agerelated job shifts: it is a kibbutz norm that expeirenced and
older members step down from leadership and managerial roles in favor of
younger members. Thus, as Habib (1984a) has noted, the kibbutz environment
facilitates the commitment to continued employment because it is not necessairly
associated with maintaining a particular position in the job hierarchy.
Israel's long consensus and commitment to maintenance of high, nearfull,

employment, and willingness and ability effectively to subsidize employment, has
been both a major problem of the economy and a major strength of the society
(on this point, see Matras, 1982, and BenPorath, 1985) over the years: Creation
and maintenance of employment opportunities was a cornerstone of Zionist
organization and institution policy and activity in the preIndependence peirod,
took on even greater urgency in the process of absorption of the mass post
Independence Jewish immigration to Israel, and is a familiar political and
economic process in Israel. Compared to past employment creation activity, the
organization, subsidization as necessary, and integration into the general
economic regime of employment for those of the elderly and retired population
who desire it and for whom it is likely to be a central factor in their personal and
social wellbeingis probably well within the realmofthe possible and practicable.
Extension of some of the kibbutz expeirence with employment of the elderly to ,

the general population is probably a matter of time and the development of a
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political constituency and pressure group formulating and promoting such a
vision and program.

Leisure time pursuits

The growing volumeof leisure time available to growing numbers of retired and
elderly in Israel has not eluded the attention of either policymakers or
researchers, evenifcommercial marketers and purveyorsofleisure time products
and services excepting possibly the travel and vacation industries have
probably not yet taken note. Yet there has thus far been little systematic study of
patterns of leisure time pursuits among the retired and the elderly. But a major
national sample studyof leisure, culture and communication in Israel carried out
by Katz and Gurevitch and their associates in the early 1970s (Katz and
Gurevitch, 1976) provides some insights into the catalogof leisure time pursuits
in the population generally and of those over 50 (at the time of the study; now
over 65 and mostly retired) in particular, and of the allocation of time to the
respective pursuits. And other reports, albeit not on national samples, provide
additional information and suggest directions of future changes.
What is not addressed, unfortunately, in any of the available studies, is the

question of leisure activities of the elderly living alone. For the general
population, and for the retired and the elderly among them, the major part of
leisure time is spent at home and with family one's own home and family, or
visiting in someone else's home or family. In fact more than threequartersof the
elderly in Israel who live alone have children in Israel; and presumably much of
their leisure time and activity is also spent with children and families. But we
might expect these contacts to be much less frequent or less intensive for those
living alone.
Leisure pursuits within the home may be with or without family and can

include a varietyof different activities, e.g. personal care, prayer, study, viewing
television, listening to radio or phonograph, home repairs, home music or art or
craft activity, child care, or sleep, rest, or eating, etc. Not surprisingly, Katz and
Gurevitch found that the major factor differentiating time allocation in the
general population to the various activities is educational attainment. The well
educated spend much more time at work and the same amount, or more, time in
child care and personal care as the less well educated; but they spend much less
time on household care, and considerably less time on shopping, eating, prayer,
and sleep than do the less well educated. Accordingly, they are 'free' to spend
more time on reading and on formal studies, on hobbies and creative activity,
and on tirps and excursions of all types. The total time spent on nonhome
recreation, including 'consumptionof culture' is small and similar across all the
educational attainment categoires; but its composition and allocation is sharply
different among the better educated and less well educated respectively (Katz and
Gurevitch, 1976, Ch. 3 and especially Table 3.3(.
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Those aged 50 and over differ somewhat from younger respondents in their
participation in athome activities, even when educational attainment is taken
into account (Katz and Gurevitch, 1976, Table 9.2). Fewer of the older group
report having hobbies, somewhat fewer report extensive radio listening or
television viewing, and fewer report owning gramophone records than aer
reported among the younger groups. Those in the older group are somewhat less
likely to report very frequent (weekly or more often) meeting of friends, and
considerably less likely to report very frequent visiting with siblings or with
aunts, uncles, or cousins, and on the average they spend more time alone and
more time with spouse alone than those in the younger age groups (Katz and
Gurevitch, 1976, Tables 9.4 and 9.5). Age and education interact dramatically in
connection with what Katz and Gurevitch have called 'major obstacles' to
spending leisure. Lack of money, fatigue or lack of energy, and lack of time and,
for the younger (1829 years) respondents, inadequate facilities are the chief
obstacles cited to spending leisure 'as you would like'. Age is associated with
feeling 'tired', but education affects tiredness almost as much: among the less
educated and among the better educated, the percentage reporting fatigue as an
obstacle to leisure pursuits is higher for the older respondents than for the :■■

* younger.
For the retired and the elderly in Israel, the extrahome leisure pursuits consist

primarily of: (1) synagogue attendance; (2) 'going out' or 'consumption of
culture' including cinema, theatre, concerts, spectator sports, lectures,
celebrations, and the like; (3) organized or formal studies; (4) community centre
and seniors' clubs activity; and (5) volunteer work in hospitals, schools, other
institutions, with other elderly persons, with disadvantaged and disabled of
various types, or in community or political activity. A study of the elderly in
Baka, a Jerusalem neighborhood (Davies et. al. , 1 979), reported that about one
iffth of the respondents attended synagogue daily and an additional onequarter
attended regularly on sabbaths and holidays. Onethird did not attend at all, and
the remainder attended synagogue only on holidays or special occasions (a bar
mitzvah, etc.). In the national survey of leisure activity carried out by Katz and
Gurevitch, oneiffth of the men aged 50 and over reported daily synagogue
attendance and another 15 percent reported regular attendance on sabbaths and
holidays. Onequarter reported attendance only on the High Holidays (Rosh
HaShana and Yom Kippur); just under oneiffth (18 percent) reported
occasional sabbath or holiday or special occasion attendance; and just over one
iffth (21 percent) reported that they never attend synagogue. Thus 36 Percent of
the men aged 50 and over reported regular synagogue attendance, compared to
30 percent among respondents aged 3050 and 21 percent among respondents of
1829 (Katz and Gurevitch, 1976: 89, n. 3). Synagogue attendance is, thus, a
major activity and mode of community participation and identiifcation for a
substantial minoirty of the elderly. But the lower percentages reporting regular
synagogue attendance among the younger respondents heralds a steep decl'ne in
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this activity among the future cohortsofelderly and retired, even allowing for the
possibility that some persons not attending synagogue as young adults may turn,
or 'return', to synagogue attendance later in life. Other Israeli ifndings show
declining religious observance and orthodoxy across successive cohorts.
According to the ifndingsofthe Katz and Gurevitch(1976) study, the middle

aged and elderly 'go out' to spend leisure time rather less frequently than do
younger personsof 3050, and much less frequently than do the youngest group
studied. those of 1 829. But within the 'over 50' group there are, again, very great
differences by educational attainment:ofthe better educated (1 1+ school years)
almost threequarters (73 percent) reported 'going out' once or twice weekly or
more, while almost twothirds (63 percent) of the 'over 50s' with least education
(04 years) reported going out only once or twice monthly or less frequently, or
not at all. Katz and Gurevitch summarize the interacting effects of age and
education on participation in outofhome activities:

Young people, to begin with, are outside the home much more frequently. Age is
often more important than education in affecting participation: activities such as
the cinema, the discotheque, light entertainment and museumgoing are
participated in extensively by young people, almost regardlessof their educational
level.
Just as youth overpowers educational disabilities for the young, education

overpowers the disabilitiesof age for older people. While education is important at
all age levels for certain activities such as going to the theatreit is of critical
importance for the older age groups. Lack of any education is associated with
virtual withdrawal from public activity and participation (Katz and Gurevitch
1976: 1212).

We return to the importance of education and other modernization' factors in
the participation and statusof the retired and the elderly in Israeli society at the
close of this section.
In Israel as in other industrialized countries with growing numbers of retired

and elderly a familiar development has been the blossomingofclubs for the aged.
Often these are organized within the larger institutional frameworks such as the
General Federationof Labour (Histadrut), the National Insurance Institute, the
municipalities and their community centres, or political movements and parties;
but often they have been organized spontaneously on a neighborhood basis and
supported exclusively by their own participants and members. In his
comparative studyofsocial services for the aged in eight countires, Doron (1979)
cited dataof the Israel Service for the Aged agency for the year 1976 indicating
some 220 oldage clubs with a regular membership of 12 000, and Doron
estimated that an additional 17 000 were nonregular members of such clubs.
The numberof such clubs and the numbersofparticipants have exploded since

the mid1970s, though no estimate is immediately available. Increasingly they are
aided and promoted by branchesof the vairous public agencies, increasingly they
have access to professional or trained volunteer organizational assistance, and
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very often are connected with, and can refer members and participants to, other
community services such as preventive health care, meals, quasilegal
information and advice concerning rights and entitlements, parttime
employment programs, housekeeping and shopping assistance, and personal and
family counseling. But their main spheres remain recreation, cultural activities,
and entertainment, and mobilizing the participation of, and promoting social
contacts among, the aged themselves.
In the national surveyof leisure and cultural activity, about 30 percentofthe

adult population reported that they are engaged in some formofadult education,
including courses in academic or traditional disciplines but also courses in
sewing, ceramics, languages, automobile repairing, folk dancing, or exotic
cooking. About half of this adult education activity takes place in organized,
formal settings and courses, and about halfof those are occupation or vocation
related. The rest range across the spectrumof study activity, with concentration
around traditional religious learning and topics, and religious persons are more
likely to be engaged in study than are the nonreligious (Katz and Gurevitch,
1976: 2067).
The universities in Israel have only recently promoted programs for the retired

or the elderly, partly because they have not yet experienced or projected declining
enrollment anticipated in the wake of population aging at the base (i.e. with ■;

declining percentages of youth and young adults associated with earlier fertility
declines), nor viewed the elderly and retired as the potential clients and

,. consumers who may bring economic and political salvation. However, there are
now continuing education programs in place at the Hebrew University and at
BarIlan University open to, and indeed soliciting, participation of senior citizens.
One important and rapidly developing direction of continuing education for

the retiredand the elderly is that of formal and inservice training for volunteer
community and welfare work of vairous types. This activity has been initially
developedjointly by the National Insurance Institute and the Hebrew University
SchoolofSocialWork. It recruits and trains retired volunteers for work with the
elderly, with new immigrants, with children and youth, with underpirvileged
groups, and with child and youth deviants and delinquents. (New Age, 1983,
No. 14). A volunteer unit attached to the National Insurance Institute itself has

, been in operation for well over a decade and works principally in the areas of
general advice to the elderly, personal social welfare consultation, determination
of irghts, legal advice, clubs for the elderly, employment services, and arranging
home visits for the housebound. Approximately 1 800 senior citizens operate this
service, each undertaking to work one day a week, or to contirbute 78 hours of
home visits (Roter, Shamai and Wood, 1984:223). Thus, the work of the
volunteers helps to ifll seirous shortages of paraprofessionals and related skilled
and semiskilled personnel in the social, educational, and health care ifelds and,
of course, extends the contirbutions and participation of the retired volunteers
well beyond their career and employment years.
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Volunteer activity, from fund raising and buiral services to health and
educational services to family counseling to care of new immigrants to
fireifghting, guard and military duty, and political organization and action, is of
course not new to Israel (and even less so to the preindependence Jewish
community in Palestine, with an entire institutional network based on voluntary
participation). For manyof the retired, the very actof immigration to Israel, or
preindependence Palestine, was a kind of volunteer activity, and for the
indigenous" elderly and retired this, alongside extensive volunteer activity in
Israel over the years, is part of their claim to continuing participation and
entitlements. Just as we have noted that low education has the effectof excluding
especially the older persons in the population from public activity and
participation, so have large partsof the 'new immigrant' elderly been excluded by
circumstancesoftheir background, education, skills, family constraints, cultural
traits and values from full public activity and participation beyond the bounds of
their homes and families. Such exclusion has sometimes rendered them relatively
passive clients and constituentsofthe political ifgures and public agencies whose
deliberations and decisions may affect their lives and wellbeing so decisively,
especially in old age.
But the new cohortsofelderly and retired are cohorts socialized and educated,

if not necessarily born, in Israel; and their youth, military service, work histoires,
and family histories are indigenous to and in the language and idiom of the
country. So, too. their histories of public activity and participation will qualify
and entitle them to much greater initiative and participation in forging the
political, social, economic, and cultural conditions and arrangements governing
their own retirement and wellbeing in later life.
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המכון
נוסד הוא וחברה. ארס והתפתחות בגרונטולוגיה ולחינוך לניסוי למחקר, ארצי מכון הוא
בעזרתן אמריקה), יהודי של המאוחד הסיוע (ועד האמריקאי הגיוינט במסגרת ופועל ב1974

ישראל. וממשלת בניויורק ברוקדייל קרן של

בשירותי חילופיים פתרונות להן ולהציב חברתיות בעיות לזהות המכון מנסה בפעולתו
של הפעולה שיתוף להגביר הוא מיעדיו אחד בכללם. הסוציאליים והשירותים הבריאות
לבין מחקר בין לגשר כרי בקהילה ופעיליס ציבור עובדי והממשלה, מהאקדמיות מומחים

למעשה. הלכה מחקר מסקנות מימוש
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תקציר

של פרעונן מועד התקרבות עם בישראל. בפרישה העיקריות המגמות נסקרות
כלל בקרב הארץ חניכי הקשישים של בשיעורם העליה ועם הפנסיה, תכניות

של ופיתוח מיסוד של תהליך חל העולים, הקשישים בשיעור והירידה הקשישים
קיימות שהיו הכללית וההסכמה המוצהרת המדיניות למרות חדשים. פרישה דפוסי

יותר מוקדמת יציאה כיום יש מלאה, תעסוקה לגבי בישראל ומתמיד מאז
של הגדול הגל התבגרות האוכלוסיה, בגידול שההאטה משום וזאת לגימלאות,
אינם הקשישים שהעובדים לכך גורמות החדישות והטכנולוגיות הארץ ילידי

ועם הגימלאים, באוכלוסיית המספרי השינוי עם העבודה. בשוק מקומם את מוצאים
שבין היחסים במערכת תמורות חלות שלה, הסוציודמוגרפי במבנה השינויים
וברמה הקהילה ברמת והן המשפחה ברמת הן האוכלוסייה, שאר לבין הגימלאים

הארצית.


